
INTRODUCTION: 

Good m'?rning ladies and Gentlemen, I'm so proud for being with you as 

environment team member and I will per tribute my initial respect to the first 

people of the land, the Aboriginal/Torres Straights Islanders, the past, present 

and future generation to come. 

I have honour your kind supports and appreciate your time for being here and I 

thank the NT Government, their ministerial councils, colleagues and the 

community members for their inputs, Commitments, efforts and the ongoing 

supports they have been providing to the Territorian over T he past years. 

Subjection: 

I have come before you this morning to contribute some specific vital ideas 

which are deemed necessary to shed light on and especially (the climate Change 

issues) most of my topics will relatively have biological influence and evidences 

such as culture/tradition which comprised the values and understanding of 

environment management, as Native dedicated young man I was privileged to 

acquire high standards level of knowledge in environmental management and a 

couple year when after I come to Australia, I did a personal survey in relation to 

climate change issues which has become a global concerns that effecting our 

business, environments , domestic habitats, farming and waters industries were 

all polluted cause of missing the cultural/traditional practices. 

My past experiences and professional quality knowledge evolved on biological 
practices in which I have combined with today modern science and it's has 
helped me a lot to well identified how we can minimized the risks of the current 
situation, my answer to those impacts we were experiencing 
Over decades is, ( Yes we caused it and collectively with positive minds we can 
minimise it and we can fix it) 

What comprised environmental : 

Lands, Plants, Mounts, hills, oceans ,Humans, animals or generally every species 
surrounding us and we called it in other term the universe right, did we keep the 
nurturing values of those plants, herbs, lands? And the answer is no cause we 
rather focused on today technology than keeping the core values, benefits and 
the opportunities our Ancestors left behind us, and we all have well understood 
that only human mismanagement of those natural resources led mind kinds into 
chaos as we lost the ideas of preserved the traditional/cultural knowledge or 
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practices and no one would denied it. As native young man I have massive
supports I can provide to NT Government as I have understood the situations.

ls There any Solution?

Yes, and how?

First of all I like invit the Aboriginal and Torres Straight lslanders rangers to work
with us hand to hand to create this successful future for the generation to come

I would like to introduce the NT Government some specific biological strategy
plans that we can implement to minimized the challenges of the current
situation, there are norms of plants that were destroyed due to constructions and
developments and some those plants import rains at its seasonable time frames,
produce nature energy to the environments, save us from huge air polllution
that causing by giant miníng activities and also produce more than twenty non-
food and food items.

As Darwin situated at tropical Zone, there must a solution to protect the
environments sucg as our farming lands, wild beas,domestic business from the
disaster of this hot humidity, as we comsuming the system and we do not have
any other cultural alternative way we can preserve the values of what we eat,
how can we build a save environment for future generation to come.

The three I would like to introduce is called Palm nut three, and what palm three
does? We will discovered later as we keep searching for the solution, is a three
that its bilogícal meaning from Ancient time and it stil having the same values if
you been told how effectively it really work, its farm platations produces natural
energy and sustain seasons adquately that help farmers to grow the crops, it oil
generate electricity from the Ancient and it has been used for other food and
non food purposes.

lllustration and evidencesr

Take a propers look of Darwin from the above, Histories, climate in two hundred
years ago, we have lost so must in term of agriculture, hoticulture, farming, and
ect.

Comment and Conclussion.

I would like to get the puplic attention towards my observation and idears and
we can see where to start.

Finish with same Ancestors presentation.


